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The topic for this year’s Programme of Action on Small Arms and Light Weapons Biennial Meeting of 

States are Measures to Increase National Reporting of Member States, Incorporating Gender-Sensitive 

Approaches in the Implementation of the Programme of Action and Adapting to Recent Developments 

in Small Arms and Light Weapons Technology. Mongolia is dedicated to participate with the 

international community in the control of the illicit SWATs and promoting the international cooperation 

about proliferation of SWATs. 

 

I. Measures to Increase National Reporting of Member States 

 

Mongolia approves the process of these committee made since the resolution 54/54V of 15 December 

1999. Aware that the light weapons are not generally enough to cause a conflict, but they contribute to 

feed it and to extend it, as well as to exacerbate the situation. They maintain besides a climate of 

insecurity such as it sometimes makes impossible the realization of solution to end up the conflicts. The 

Parliament of Mongolia is more and more awareness of the necessity of acting. For this reason, 

Mongolia adopted the 07th August of 2015 the Law on Fire Arms. This law, which is a revision of a 

former law, regulates the ownership, privatization, use, storage, sales, collection, exhibition, 

registration, transport and destruction of firearms and ammunition. Furthermore, the law introduced the 

regulation about transporting firearms to or from Mongolia. Plus, according to recommendations of 

Biennial Meeting of States (BMS) and its experts, Mongolia published since 2010 the data of its census 

about firearms. Indeed, in 2013, a total of 46,982 firearms were registered nationwide as the legal 

property of individuals, whereas 44,306 for hunting purposes, 1,598 for security and wars uses, 619 for 

sports training, 459 as antiquarian firearms and items counted as for collection purposes. This precision 

of that data is the demonstration of the will of Mongolia to build an international cooperation on the 

control of SALWs and financial channels of illicit SALWs. Reaffirming its trust in UN and its 

participation at its organs, Mongolia wishes all countries get them involved in this direction, which is 

in their own interest. 

 

II. Incorporating Gender-Sensitive Approaches in the Implementation of the Programme of 

Action 

 

Recognizing the importance of women’s full and equal participation in all efforts towards the 

maintenance of peace and security, as adopted in the resolution 1325 on “Women and peace and security” 

by the UN Security Council, Mongolia wishes go further in this direction. As a key actor in the 

disarmament, demobilization, and reintegration process and as a first victim of post-war violence 

(domestic violence especially), Mongolia affirms its will to reinforce this action launched by the UN 

Office for the Disarmament Affairs. Mongolia is a witness of several conflicts tanks to the presence of 

Mongolian armed forces who are currently deployed into 5 peacekeeping missions with UN. This 

experience of peacekeeping missions is the demonstration of Mongolia to our contribution in order to 

reduce the gender gap in the application, formation and prevention in the fight against the illicit trade 

and use of SALWs. Bearing in mind that women, when they are mothers, have an essential role in the 

communities, applying gender-sensitive approaches in the implementation of the programme of action 

against SALWs could be more relevant than doing otherwise. Those approaches are a cost-effective 

investment because post-war criminality, domestic violence and illicit trade of SALWs have a negative 

impact on GDPs, because they reduce the participation of women in economic life by imposing a 

climate of insecurity. Finally, Mongolia encourages programmes which allowed victims of abuses 

committed by SALWs to help them during and after the phases of psychological reconstruction, 

whatever their genders or their ages. According to DDR programme, emphasis should be placed on 

long term policies. 



 

III. Adapting to Recent Developments in Small Arms and Light Weapons Technology 

 

Mongolia is deeply concerned about the stockpile management and illegal trade of SALWs due to the 

collapse of many states in the region after the end of the Cold War. That period was also market by an 

escalation in a context of arms race not only for nuclear weapons but also for SALWs. All this small 

arms, manufactured by millions are feeding the illegal trade of weapons and serve terrorists, drug market 

and other criminal activities. Besides, Mongolia deplores that arms race is still a reality in Asia, because 

history shows us that the same causes produce the same effects. Every country should consider that 

each weapon it owns would potentially be involved in international illicit arms traffic despite its efforts. 

Mongolia believes in the necessity of establish worldwide standards in matters of stockpile management 

and labelling and tacking of SALWs. Reaffirming the principles of Chapter II clause 7 of the PoA 

SALW about the obligation for all weapon producers to label their weapon with a durable code 

including the country and factory of origin, Mongolia want to extend this rule to ammunition and stress 

the emphasis on new technologies. Furthermore, Mongolia alerts the international community about the 

danger of new 3D printers, plastic arms (that significates arms which not be detected in airports) or the 

extreme variability and modularity of the new weapons. But new technologies also allow us to track 

and label arms thanks to invisible components for instance. Mongolia draws attention on the remarkable 

work of the second MGE’s meeting, which has been held in June 2015, on this field. 


